Product Introduction

Single SIM Multiple Number (SSMN) is a kind of mobile telecommunication application which enables the subscriber with one SIM to have multiple phone numbers as affiliated numbers, so that without having to change his/her SIM card, the subscriber can receive & make calls, send & receive SMS via these numbers, and different calling numbers are shown to the called party.

Main Features and Functions

🔹 Service Features

- New, changeful number, makes you distinguished and secure.
- Gorgeous numbers for your choice, communication always lasts.
- Changeful, magic number, lets harassment disappear.

SSMN
Main features

• Interconnectivity support
• National roaming support
• SMS support
• Corresponding affiliated numbers can be switched on/off at any time.
• Principal number for making calls and sending SMS can be configured.
• Service charges and calling rates arising out of multiple affiliated numbers go to the principal account.
• Other personalized services, such as black/white list, timed switch-on/off, personalized power-off ringtone.

Typical Applications

For office workers, ordinary businesspersons:
This feature satisfies the demand for separating personal calls from business calls, thereby making after-work hours free from interruption. Those on frequent business trips can be saved a lot of costs by using numbers of different regions.

It also meets the requirement for personal life being undisturbed by giving out multiple phone numbers so as to prevent frequently used numbers from being harassed.

For public figures:
It satisfies the demand for privacy. Providing their net friends with affiliated numbers ensures secure cyber socializing.

For temporary:
It meets the requirements for usage of multiple and temporary phone numbers during the period of seeking jobs, renting or selling houses, buying or selling cars, thus effectively avoiding subsequent harassment.